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Introduction	
 
Two instances for two different use cases were developed as extensions of the generic 
ontology which defines the main concepts of complex object modelling. One of them was 
instantiated in order to apply the SOFIA framework for the purposes of control and 
supervision of airports. Therefore, the generic ontology was extended and populated into the 
so-called airport ontology. Actually, the airport ontology was instantiated based on the 
information extracted from the VIEW2 SCADA database which currently serves as a 
platform for a facility management at the airport „Nikola Tesla“-Belgrade. In order to make a 
clear parallel between VIEW2 SCADA database and signals coming from/to sensor and 
actuator devices, on one hand, and ontology entities/instances on another, all devices and 
signals relevant for control and supervision of airports were defined and instantiated with 
corresponding attributes based on their semantic description within the VIEW2 SCADA 
database. More precisely, the airport ontology defines the model of airport infrastructure by 
classifying all relevant technical systems installed at the site (particularly the emergency 
related systems such as fire suppression system, emergency lighting systems etc.) with 
belonging sensor/actuator devices relevant for event processing and reasoning within the 
SOFIA framework. 
 
The following are the main aspects of the airport ontology with detailed explanation of how it 
was modelled. Two issues were addressed particularly: 1) the expected role of this ontology 
in the SOFIA framework, and 2) the specific issues of the airport ontology modelling. Each 
of these issues influences the decisions regarding granularity, abstraction and classification of 
different real world objects. Also, the airport ontology class hierarchy will be presented.  

The	main	aspects	of	airport	ontology	
 
Describing the airport ontology entities with corresponding attributes facilitates the semantic 
interpretation of signals in communication with SCADA system. In that way, the ontology 
provides the information such as to which device/system incoming (outgoing) signal belongs, 
what its characteristics are, relationships with other devices/signals, from which geographical 
location the signal is coming, etc. In the same time, this can be seen as a way of 
communication with SCADA system in order to send requests/commands when certain 
action should be carried out via certain actuator device (to influence the current state of the 
system) or when polling of the sensor reading is needed. One another potentially very useful 
role of the airport ontology is providing the information about geographical location of every 
modeled device/signal. In fact, information about geographical position of devices, i.e. where 
certain signals/events are coming from (or on the other hand, where certain command 
requests should be directed to), is not stored within the VIEW2 SCADA database and it 
cannot be acquired solely based on signals coming from SCADA system. 
 
Therefore, in order to provide the information about physical placement of devices/signals, 
premises located at the airport were mapped and instantiated within the airport ontology 
(within class:room entity defined as subclass of class:area entity) by analyzing the 2D plans 
of the airport “Nikola Tesla”-Belgrade (Figure 1). On the other hand, also based on 2D plans 
of airport building, mapping of all devices to corresponding premises was performed and 
adequate relationships were made (slot:locatedAt at the side of class:component instances or 
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slot:contains at the side of class:area instances) so they reflected the actual physical state at 
the airport (Figure 2). Based on such device/signal mapping, i.e. by providing the information 
about geographical location of devices installed at the airport, the airport ontology could be 
seen as very useful for tasks such as acquiring the list of devices installed in a specific room, 
or as interpreting the incoming signal in sense where that specific signal is coming from.  
 

 
Figure 1. Airport ontology tree - Facility areas. 

 
On the other hand, mapping the premises of the airport building into the Airport ontology 
entities could be utilized even for evacuation routes calculation or for various kinds of 
simulations (related to the time needed for evacuation, smoke/fire spreading, etc.). Therefore, 
in order to make this kind of task feasible, all airport premises were instantiated with 
corresponding attributes describing the interconnection and geographical location in 
correspondence to other airport premises. More precisely, one specific attribute 
(slot:connectedTo_area) was defined in order to indicate whether a certain room was 
physically connected to other neighbouring rooms (by doors). For instance, speaking from the 
point of simulating the time needed for evacuation of the present people, this information 
could be very useful for calculating which direction people could be directed to in order to 
allocate the fastest/shortest and safest evacuation path. On the other hand, another specific 
attribute (slot:adjacentTo_area) was defined denoting which premises were adjacent (this 
does not necessarily mean that those premises are physically connected by doors, but rather 
that they are geographically adjacent). This type of information could be found very useful in 
reasoning which premises could become unsafe or jeopardized. For instance, if fire was 
detected in a certain room, all the adjacent premises are jeopardized due to the potential fire 
spreading. 

 
Figure 2. Protégé editor – Area entity properties. 
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Moreover, the specific airport ontology entities were defined in order to denote more abstract 
area instances as aggregation of several basic premises. For example, the airport floors 
(class:storey defined as a subclass of class:area entity) were defined as aggregation of 
premises located at the same floor. Also, a specific attribute (slot:partOf_area) was defined as 
indication of relationship between more abstract area instance and aggregated ones. Beside 
modeling the basic airport premises, specific areas (as class:zone defined also as a subclass of 
class:area entity) were defined in order to represent the physical space where the 
elevators/escalators were located. Again, corresponding attributes denoting physical 
connectivity to other premises (for instance this considers premises which people from 
elevator/escalator can enter) and corresponding relationships were defined in order to indicate 
which premises were adjacent to specific elevator/escalator areas. 
  
Having in mind the way in which the ontology entities of airport premises were defined, more 
than 210 area instances (within the class:area entity) covering completely the ground floor of 
the airport were mapped from the 2D plans of the airport “Nikola Tesla”-Belgrade. All area 
instances were defined with corresponding attributes describing the interconnection and 
geographical relations among areas, but with corresponding relations denoting the 
devices/signals installed within each area instance. In that way, a clear model of the airport 
infrastructure was defined with indicated locations where each device/signal was positioned. 

Airport	ontology	modelling	issues	
 
The VIEW2 SCADA system installed at the “Nikola Tesla” airport is highly distributed and 
hierarchically organized (Figure 3). In such a system it proves difficult always to determine 
what is a sensor or actuator. For example, a simple sensor may be located in a room A, giving 
a current which is a function of the room temperature at its output. This signal may be 
transmitted to a device in the adjoining room B which performs A/D conversion, filtering, 
linearization and fault detection. The result, together with various other readings is 
communicated to remote terminal unit (RTU) in a room C, which may perform some local 
automation algorithm dependent on the room temperature. Finally, RTU sends information 
about the temperature in certain part of the airport building to the SCADA, which may 
perform some processing of this value on its own to give a measurement of the temperature in 
a human readable form and trigger some further events. This is also the place where each 
signal is given its unique ID (“keyn”). The picture may be further complicated by 
redundancies of communication links and/or devices on different levels of automation. At 
each level in the system, a signal can be said to be a ‘sensor reading of the temperature’. In 
each case it would have a different value. In each case it would be generated by a different 
device at a different location. A model containing all these components would be 
unreasonably complex and not of much use. 
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Figure 3. SCADA VIEW2 architecture. 

 
However, for the purposes of the SOFIA framework, it is not of much importance how the 
information was communicated, but rather that an event was triggered at a certain time at a 
certain location. Thus, all the unnecessary aspects were skipped in the model and the 
sensor/actuator devices were represented by a single signal described by its unique “keyn” 
identifier (representing single sensor reading/actuator command signal at any given time).  
However, some general attributes need to be extracted from the VIEW2 SCADA database in 
order to classify signals according to their respective location and function in the system. 
 
In fact, VIEW2 SCADA database provides such attributes general enough to avoid 
obscurities, and yet to give enough detail about sensors and actuators installed at the site. 
Basically, all signals that can be sent from/towards the sensor/actuator devices may have 
appropriate semantic definition within the VIEW2 SCADA database. Actually, all signals 
that VIEW2 SCADA system might encounter are semantically defined with the following 
attributes: 

- “system” – system to which signal belongs, 
 

- “device type” – type of device, representing some specific functionality within the 
subsystem, to which the signal belongs, 
 

- “measurement type” – type of measurement process provided by the signal/device, 
such as sensor reading (position indication, operation state indication, operating alarm, etc.) 
or command request (position control, heating control, etc.), 
 

- “measurement value format” – format of measurement value which is sent as a result 
of measurement process, 

digital – signalization, digital value represented as one bit, denotes two states, 0 - 
there is no signal, and 1 - signal does exist,  
multistate – signalization, digital value represented as two bits, denotes four 
states, 00 - device is in transition state; 01 - device is turned on, 10 - device is 
turned off, and 11 - invalid status,  
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analog – analog measurement value represented as sequence of bits, 
 
- “signal type” – type of a signal sent from a certain device, 

DID – digital input direct, digital value sent from the device via RTU, 
AID – analog input direct, analog value sent from the device via RTU,  
DII – digital input indirect, digital values calculated according to predefined 
formula at VIEW2 server, 
AII – analog input indirect, analog values calculated according to predefined 
formula at VIEW2 server,  
POD – pulse output direct, command that SCADA sends to device, represented as 
one bit, two states – active or not active,  
SPD – set point direct, command that SCADA sends to device, desired value is 
represented as sequence of bits, 

 
- “signal description” – short description of the signal. 

 
Obviously, the semantic definition of the signal is not strict, as the “device type” attribute 
does not necessarily correspond to a physical device (although it usually does). In fact, any 
physical device can be separated into several device types if it happens to perform several 
distinct functions; the opposite stands as well. The “measurement type” attribute, also, 
represents only the high level information, with all the peculiarities of its acquisition and 
processing hidden from the rest of the system. Nevertheless, this approach provides 
consistent, yet flexible means for classification and description of each signal that is available 
in SCADA. 
 
In order to make a clear parallel between the SCADA database and device signals, on one 
hand, and ontology entities/instances on another, all sensor and actuator devices (signals) 
were defined and instantiated with appropriate attributes based on their semantic description 
in the VIEW2 SCADA database. In other words, by extracting the relevant attributes of the 
signals from the SCADA database, the basic classification of devices/systems were defined. 
Basically, the first three attributes stated in the list above are particularly relevant for airport 
ontology modelling. Based on the “system” attribute, all relevant emergency related systems 
installed at the airport were extracted from the SCADA database and instantiated (as 
corresponding class:system instances). Then, based on the “device type” attribute, various 
types of sensor/actuator devices were instantiated (as instances within class:actuator, 
class:sensor and class:functionalComponent entities that are defined within a 
class:component superclass) and mapped to the corresponding system (i.e. to corresponding 
class:System instance). Also, all signals controllable by SCADA were instantiated with 
corresponding attribute (slot:measurementType) denoting “measurement type” attribute. As 
“measurement type” attribute is relevant to interpreting the type of measurement process 
(indicating whether it is a matter of sensor reading, actuator command request, etc.), mapping 
of corresponding attributes were performed again based on signal definitions within the 
VIEW2 SCADA database. 
 
In order to uniquely identify the signal going to/from VIEW2 SCADA system, information 
about “keyn” identifier is needed as it represents a unique identifier of signal within entire 
VIEW2 SCADA system. Therefore, all signals defined within the airport ontology (more 
precisely within class:component entity) were instantiated with the corresponding attribute 
(slot:keyn) indicating “keyn” unique identifier which was previously extracted from the 
SCADA database (Figure 4).  
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Certain sensor/actuator devices installed at the airport can provide more than one belonging 
signal. In other words, there can be several signals going to/from the same device within 
VIEW2 SCADA system. For example, there can be one signal for controlling a certain 
device, while on the other hand there can be another belonging signal for indicating the state 
of the same device. Therefore, it should be kept in mind that within VIEW2 SCADA system 
all devices are defined at the signal level of abstraction, and there is one single unique “keyn” 
identifier defined for each SCADA signal. In order to properly model the airport ontology, all 
signals were mapped individually to the corresponding instances but with adequate 
relationships (slot:connectedTo) defined in order to indicate that certain signals belong to the 
same sensor/actuator device. In other words, this implies that airport ontology was 
instantiated as well at the SCADA signal level of abstraction because in that way 
signals/events would be exchanged between SOFIA framework and VIEW2 SCADA system, 
and this approach would definitely facilitate the process of SCADA signal interpretation. 
 

 
Figure 4. Protégé editor – Sensor reading properties. 

 
Based on the above described signal mapping from the VIEW2 SCADA database to the 
airport ontology, classification of all relevant types of devices/signals was performed as well 
as adequate instantiations of defined ontology entities with corresponding attributes and 
relationships. Currently, the airport ontology completely covers the ground floor of the 
“Nikola Tesla” airport building, including more than 1300 instances. More precisely, the 
following systems are covered (Figure 5): baggage handling, biohazard protection, 
emergency lighting, evacuation access control system, fire protection, flight information 
display system, heating, ventilation, air conditioning system, smoke extraction, and video 
surveillance system. 
 
This considers more than 400 instances of actuator devices (within class:actuator entity), 100 
functional components (within class:functionalComponent entity) and more than 500 
instances of sensor devices (within class:sensor entity).  
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Figure 5. Airport ontology tree - Facility emergency related systems. 

Conclusion	
 
In order to apply the SOFIA framework for the purposes of control and supervision of 
airports, the generic ontology was extended and populated into the so-called airport ontology. 
The airport ontology was instantiated with respect to the airport “Nikola Tesla”-Belgrade. 
Actually, the ontology was modelled based on the information extracted from the VIEW2 
SCADA database which currently serves as a platform for a facility management at the 
airport „Nikola Tesla“. In order to make a clear parallel between VIEW2 SADA database and 
sensor and actuator signals, on one hand, and ontology entities/instances on another, all 
devices/signals relevant for the control and supervision of airport were defined and 
instantiated with corresponding attributes based on their semantic description within the 
VIEW2 SCADA database. More precisely, the airport ontology defines the model of airport 
infrastructure by classifying all relevant technical systems installed at the site (particularly the 
emergency related systems such as fire suppression system, emergency lighting systems etc.) 
with belonging sensor/actuator devices relevant for event processing and reasoning within the 
SOFIA framework. 
 
The attributes of the ontology entities facilitate the semantic interpretation of signals in 
communication with SCADA system by providing the information such as, to which 
device/system incoming (outgoing) signal belongs, what its characteristics are, relationships 
with other devices/signals, from which geographical location the signal is coming, etc. In the 
same time, this can be seen as a way of communication with SCADA system in order to send 
requests/commands when certain action should be carried out via certain actuator device (to 
influence the current state of the system) or when polling of the sensor reading is needed. 
Geographical locations of devices, i.e. premises located at the airport were mapped and 
instantiated within the airport ontology by analyzing the 2D plan of airport “Nikola Tesla”. 
All area instances were defined with corresponding attributes describing the interconnection 
and geographical relations among areas, but with corresponding relations denoting the 
devices/signals installed within each area instance. Currently, the airport ontology includes 
more than 1300 instances, which considers more than 400 instances of actuator devices, 100 
functional components and more than 500 instances of sensor devices. 
 



Review of technical solution 

Extending and populating the generic CO2 ontology in order to apply the 
SOFIA framework for control and supervision of airports 

 
 
The Mihajlo Pupin Institute has developed two instances of the generic ontology in order to 
apply the SOFIA framework in two different use cases. One of them was instantiated for the 
purposes of control and supervision of airports. Actually, they instantiated the so-called airport 
ontology based on the information extracted from the VIEW2 SCADA database which is 
currently used for facility management at the airport Nikola Tesla in Belgrade.  

By classifying all relevant technical systems and devices installed at the site the airport ontology 
provides the detailed model of airport infrastructure. Emergency related systems relevant in fire 
detection/suppression activities were particularly addressed. Based on their semantic 
description extracted from the VIEW2 SCADA database, the ontology entities were defined with 
corresponding attributes. The ontology entities defined in such a way facilitate the interpretation 
of messages communicated between SOFIA framework and SCADA system. In the same time, 
the airport topological model carrying the information about the geographical location of relevant 
devices was mapped into the ontology as well.  

To summarize, the generic ontology was instantiated and extended by the Mihajlo Pupin 
institute for the purposes of control and supervision of airports. Instantiated ontology has been 
successfully integrated within the SOFIA framework providing the semantic interpretation of 
messages and topological information for spatial correlation of gathered data. This is a novel 
approach in representing knowledge relevant for the supervision and control of complex objects 
including airports. 
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